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Chapter 1 : Flash Cards - Reading Piano Notes -- calendrierdelascience.com
Start studying Piano notes. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.

In this lesson you can also print free flash cards to continue practicing by yourself. I may receive a
commission if you purchase something mentioned in this post. Treble means high pitch. The G or treble clef
has gone through many transformations through time. See here how it has changed: As you can see, the clef
was originally the letter "G", but became stylized into the familiar symbol we use today. The treble clef is also
called the G clef since it "circles" around the line where the note treble G is. G is on the second line where the
clef makes a swirl. So, if you know the music alphabet; A,B,C,D,E,F,G forward and backward, and you now
know that the treble clef show us G; you actually know all the rest of the notes as well! So the note one step
higher than G is A since G is the last letter used. The note one step lower than G is F, then E and so on. If you
use syllable names Do, Re, Mi etc here is a quick translation: One commonly used technique is using
"mnemonics". Treble Clef Notes on Lines from bottom up: F,A,C,E However, even though these mnemonics
are shortcuts that may be useful in some situations, I am not a great fan of them to learn note names, because:
Many countries in the world do not use letter naming of the notes, but use syllable names: I also want my
students to immediately associate each note with where to play it on their instrument and prefer them to learn
the notes by using "Landmarks" or "Guide Notes". I find this method give better and faster results. Using
Landmark or Guide Notes When using guide notes to learn the note names, we memorize 5 landmark notes on
each staff treble and bass on the grand staff: Here is how to learn it: Middle C can be quickly learned as being
in the middle. The G clef shows us G and the F clef shows us F. Next landmark notes are in the spaces.
Followed by the top line treble and the bottom line bass. Learn them like this: Top line is F. Bottom line is G.
In my studio we practice these landmark or guide notes until memorized, then continue with the notes right
next to each, above and below. Learn Faster With Flash Cards Flash cards are a great tool for learning
different music theory concepts. When using them for drilling note names you should learn to first say the
note name, then immediately play the exact pitch on an instrument. In this way you not only become a better
note reader and sight reader, but learn faster and more securely since you use more of your senses see, say,
hear, play.
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Chapter 2 : Piano Notes, On The Keyboard & On The Staff
Learning to recognize notes on the staff is a necessary part of playing music from sheet music. We created some
flashcards to help new learners memorize the names of the notes on the staff.

Flashcards with guidelines, to make cutting easier and faster. Scroll down the page to download the free
printable PDFs. These flashcards are a nice size for little hands. I used to send them over to the printer via
email, but my printer seems to handle the cardstock just fine. We start with just a few cards -- maybe two or
three! Here is what page 2 USED to look like Or, "Separate out all the treble clef cards If there is more than
one of a kind there will be! When they have all the cards of the chosen staff I only do one clef at a time - it
takes too much time from a lesson otherwise , then I ask them to spell simple words, taking the appropriate
cards off each little stack. Mix them up, then ask your student, "Top or bottom? Scramble them again, and tell
the student to arrange them from left to right, or lowest to highest, or bottom to top. You may want a double
set of cards for that. There are many games you can play with these cards, especially with more than one
student, where competition raises the FUN level! They are only one more tool. I suggest making them a tiny
part of their weekly assignment lesson after lesson until the notes become very familiar. Here is the PDF link
for the flashcards: Choose bright, bold, and pretty colors for the cards, not just white. Try using different
colors for treble and bass, or ledger line notes. Ask the kids to pick their own colors! It helps them "own"the
flashcards. Music for Music Teachers has other great free resources for teachers!
Chapter 3 : Flash Cards for Learning to Read Music - Free to Download and Print | Lessonface
These music flashcards can be used by beginning music students who are becoming acquainted with key music
rudiments, all the way up to intermediate and advanced students who wish to fill in gaps here and there or increase
fluency with existing knowledge.

Chapter 4 : Music Flashcards | Treble Clef Note Names (Digital Print)
Note-Naming Worksheets - music with note names to help Note-Reading Worksheets - charts with the notes placed on
single staffs & the grand staff, with & without letters in the notes! Piano Chord Chart for Major and Minor Chords.

Chapter 5 : pianochordflashcards - Piano Chord Flash Cards
Free, Printable Music Notes Flash Cards, Handouts, Worksheets. Printable Music Notes Flash Cards, Handouts,
Worksheets Over 4 octaves of music notes for treble and bass clefs to use as flash cards, handouts, or worksheets.

Chapter 6 : Free Flash Cards - Piano Teacher Resources - calendrierdelascience.com
Study Flashcards On Piano and Music: notes, symbols, position on keyboard. at calendrierdelascience.com Quickly
memorize the terms, phrases and much more. calendrierdelascience.com makes it easy to get the grade you want!
Piano and Music: notes, symbols, position on keyboard.

Chapter 7 : Musicards - Online Music Theory Flash Cards
Specifically, these are treble clef flash cards, bass clef flash cards alto clef flash cards and tenor clef flash cards. (C-clef
flash cards). The challenge is to correctly name as many notes as you can within a time limit, with the higher difficulty
settings giving you more difficult notes to work with in less time.

Chapter 8 : Music Flashcards | Bass Clef Note Names (Digital Print)
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Ready, Set, Start! (Hand Position Cards) Set of cards to drill quick positioning of hands at the start of a piece. Cards
range in difficulty to a single note and finger number to a 2-measure excerpt requiring positioning of both hands.

Chapter 9 : Jumbo Note-Naming Flashcards - Color In My Piano
Tagged flashcards, jumbo, music, note-naming flashcards, piano teaching Published by Joy Morin Joy Morin is a
teacher, pianist, speaker, and writer of a blog at calendrierdelascience.com
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